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DORM DRINKING PUSHED
By PAT KELLEY, News Reporter

The News Backs

• • •

The past tWo years have set the precedent of News
endorsement of student body presidential candidates,
and in each case, the candidate rereiving News support
has won. It is impossible to determine just how much
influenre the News has had in these cases, but we
realize the heavy responsibility that endorsement places
on us. It would be arbitrary and unjust for us to
throw our support to a candidate, when we cannot see
that there is a significant difference between candidates. The difference in this election, we feel, is significant.

Beaupre-Gay

Vice President of Student Body, for critical judgment and to engage
Christopher Mulle is bringing the· in a sustained and independent
President of the University and the search for truth." In consideration
Board of Trustees towards a con- of this, Mr. Mulle commented that,
frontation. It concerns the state- "the ideals to which a university
ments by the President at his "State 1 aspires are measured in part by
of the University" address last the ability of the ideals to be imDecember which, in substance, plemented. It seems that the quescould be assumed to prohibit con- tion of beer in residence halls
trolled experimental analysis atthe provides an opportunity to merge
University level.
theory and practice.
His statement concerns the sudHe analyzed the question in a
den and complete repression of two-fold manner. First he exdiscussion and implementation of pressed the main problem which
an experiment on the feasibility of
alcoholic beverages within the University's dorms.
The Xavier News referred to this
in the December 7, 1967 issue.
Mulle stated that, "This publicity
resurrected a necessary exchange
of views by administrators, faculty,
and students alike. Since that time,
the issue has seemingly become
repressed."
He submitted to the administration an analysis and constructive
proposals to abolish the rule prohibiting beer in residence halls at
Xavier University.
The analysis states that the
problem of alcoholic beverages
still exists and that a solution to it
m ust necessarily follow. It demonstrates that the students wish to
have the opportµnity to decide
whether they sh o u Id consume
alcohol in residence halls.
M ulle further states that, "student - administrator relationships
have historically been characterized by a difference in opinion
concerning the degree of student
freedom. It is my position that in
this particular case student rights
have been u nj u stifia b ly surpressed."
The Joint Statement on Rights
and f reedoms of Students issued
this comment. "Free inquiry and
free expression are indispensible
to the attainment of institutional
goals. As members of the academic
community, students should be encouraged to develop the capacity

Our opm1ons that the clear-cut choice for 1968-9
is the ticket of Gene Beaupre and Al Gay. We base
this choice on what we feel are the essential goals
~
for student government in the coming year, and on
Chris Mulle and Pete Kimmener
the men we feel can do the most toward these goals.
examine beer proposal.
The first of these goals is mor~ active participation
was the practicality of the rule itof the university in the community immediately surself, and then he discussed the advantages of permitting alcoholic
rounding us. Both tickets offer, in their platforms,
beverages in the residence halls in
plans for this active approach. Beaupre and Gay,
terms of the educational develophowever, offer the more comprehensive plan for inment of the students.
volvement and they offer the active experience in
The first of these problems is
these matters that their opposition cannot give us.
that the rule or guideline is of itself
White and Bieliauskas present, among other things,
extremely vague. As a result it is
promises of ubetter community relations with emloosely interpreted and often disobeyed by both students and
phasis given to social work" and an inner-city probdormitory
staff administrators. In
lems week. Gay is now chairman of a committee,
addition,
there
is unequal enforcenewly organized for the same purpose and with plans
ment of the rule throughout the
for such a week already underway. Both he and
campus. While Brockman Hall is
Beaupre are members of the Organization for Internotoriously strict on its enforcement, the rule is relatively impotent
racial Awareness. White-Bieliauskas offers us plans;
in Husman, Marion, and KuhlBeaupre-Gay offers us active involvement.
man Halls.
The second of our criteria is the implementation
Mike Boylan, director
of student rights under the Joint Statement on Student
of Marion Hall commented. "In
Rights and Freedoms.~ Here we must consider the
my capacity as hall ·director of
Marion Hall, I am aware that
nature of the offices involved. As the presidential and
liquor is being consumed in the
vice-presidential offices have evolved, the president
has become an idea man and the vire-president has
been an organizer. This is the way Joseph and Mulle
have carried council through a successful year. WhiteThursday and Friday, May 9-10, the Xavier stuBieliauskas offers us two organizers where there
should only be one. A look at the record supports us. dent body will have its annual opportunity to select
White's involvement has been limited to social acti- the men who will control Student Council for the
vities and to athletics' committee work. Bieliauskas ne~t acadenfic year.
Commissioner of e I e ct ions ing Committee.
showed himself to be somewhat of an idea man in Randy
Freese announced that
For Vice-President, Linus Biehis handling of the ROTC Committee, but the com- voting will take place across from
mittee's report lacked depth. Gay-Beaupre offers these the Grill and next to the cafeteria liauskas will join White. Bieliauskas is a sophomore psychology
two necessary qualities. Gay has twice been president on the voting days. A third site in major
from Cincinnati. He is presiAlter
Hall
is
being
considered
for
of his class, but his ace-card is his handling of the
dent of the class of '70, and chairthe benefit of day students.
Inter-Racial Community Week. Beaupre's philosophy
man of the ROTC committee, Alvin
major naturally marks him as man of ideas, and
At press time Tuesday, two C. ?ay, is a junior political .science
his record shows as involvement in areas with more tickets had presented themselves as major from Dayton. He 1s now
candidates for President and Vice- chairman of the Community Copertinance than social and athletic committees.
President of the Student Body. ordinating Committee and one of
Most importantly, he is known as a man with a Robert A. White and Linus Bie- two students of the Committee on
good grasp of the issues and with the energy and the liauskas will oppose Eugene Racial Justice and Charity.
The rules for election of class
ability to enter into the dialogue and action necessary Beaupre and Alvin C. Gay.
Presidential candiate White is a officers will be as follows: Three
for progress.
junior political science major from representatives will b~ elected from
The fact that he and Gay have not been in Council Middletown, Ohio and president of e~ch class. The president and the•
over the past year is not detrimental. They both have the class of '69. Beaupre is a junior v1'7·presldent w1~l be elected, by
been active in student affairs throughout the year. philosophy major from Washing- their represent.alive classes. rhe
The Beaupre-Gay ticket brings to Xavier intelligenre, ton D.C. He is currently co-ehair- m_an who r~c.-e1ves the most votes
talent, experience, and the approach that will bring man of the Organiz·auon for w1_ll. be president an? the man reInterracial Awareness and a mem· ce1vmg the second highest number
us the progress we need.
ber of the Community Coordinat- of votes will be vice-president.
- The News Editorial Board
PRJi:8JnF.NTIAT, PT.nFDRMFl .. P~.GF. 3

Council Elections Coming

hall. Due to the fact that no problems have arisen from these instances and since I see no reason
to deny this privilege, my approach
has not been restrictive." Pete
Kimener, Director of Kuhlman
Hall made the following comment
in the December 7th edition of the
X. U. News. "I don't think that a
dorm director now has the option
for or against drinking. He does
have the option of what controls
he will put on the drinking in his
dorm. But if he tries to disallow
drinking, in the dorm, I think his
door will soon be torn off the
hinges."
In citing the educational advantages. Mr. Mulle commented that.
"It has long been recognized that
the university is not merely a center
of academics, but that it also provides and opportunity for the student to confront many various
experiences. The university is allowing beer in the dorms is giving
the student the opportunity to face
a variety of situation while remaining in the position to provide the
necessary guidance appropriate to
attaining a worthwhile way of life.
"By allowing students to drink
in the dorms, the university
demonstrates a certain confidence
in the student who in turn is able
to· develop this trust into making
responsible decisions for himself.
Drinking in the dorms should be
seen as a freedom which allows for
a healthy integration of another
aspect of life into a student's
philosophy.
"Students in any institution
must learn sooner or later that
since alcoholic beverages are available at any time or place, he has
to deal with them prudently if he is
to accomplish any real degree of
self satisfaction. Consequently an
institution should give the student
an opportunity to live with them
not to run away from them."
The ideas of Mulle are in keeping with the published statement of
Father Patrick Ratterman which
appeared in the January 12, 1968
and the January 19, 1968 issues
of the Xavier News under the title
of "The Enforcement of University
Rules." He said, "Educators are
officially enjoined to form men
'Who will be lovers of true freedom ... ' It is my presumption
that the qualities of human dignity
enunciated by the Second Vatican
Council, freedom and a sense of
responsibility, cannot be learned
in the classroom unless thay are
actualized in the university living
experience outside the classroom."
In concluding his analysis, Mr.
Mulle said that "students seem to
equate beer with drunkeness and
liveliness and not as a pleasurable
device to be integrated into their
daily Ii ves.
"The university can and must
make constructive strides in irradicating this poor identity. If alcoholic beverages were to be allow··
ed in the dorms, it would be an
essential step through which i.ts
presence would become accepted. as
a common thing by the dorm student. This would tend to ma1':e the
dormitory a place designed to live
and relax and not merely t•o study
a book."

Pa1e Two
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Editorials

ROTC Demands
Special Privileges
Earlier in the year, a proposal was made for a
student boycott of the military science department's
annual President's Review. The idea at that time was
to show student support for the voluntary ROTC
proposal then being presented; the boycott had no
relation to the Review itself. Now, with its approach,
campus rumor is filled with talk of a demonstration
running at the same time as the Review·.
The stated purpose of the Review is to honor the
president of the university. If this is so, what right
have the students to demonstrate? Will a protest be
seen as an insult to the president?
A more appropriate question might be: By what
right does the military department insist that their
students honor the president in this way. There are a
number of privileges that the military department
has been allowed that no other department offering
courses within the core curriculum is allowed.
For example, no other department in the university
requires lower divisions students to give up their
time for the training of those in the upper division.
For much of the time, fre3hman and sophomore students find themselves on the drill field, not learning
new military skills, but acting as dummies for juniors
and seniors who are learning to give orders.
Another example is in the credit system of the
department. No other department has the power to
require that students attend class more than the number of hours for which they are given credit, with the
exception of science labs, and drill cannot compare in
value to these. Yet the weekly hour that military students spend in drill is over and above the number
~f credit hours given them for the course.
And again, the military department is the only one
to insist that the students dress in a certain way
beyond the minimum dress standardsoftheuniversity.
Of course there is nothing wrong in asking students
to honor the president, but, for the military department, this is not a request, it is a requirement, and
one of a series of requirements that no other department within the university is empowered to make. And
each of these requirements takes badly needed time
away from other academic disciplines.
It might be argued that military science is not an
academic discipline, and therefore, it should not be
judged by these standards. But if it is not an academic discipline, then it does not belong in a university, or at least, it should take no special privileges
that an academic discipline does not have.
The special privileges demanded by the program
could be supported if the student had more to gain
from the time required, but corps day as it now
stands is a bad joke. The student does not grow in
military skills, discipline, or in understanding of
military procedure:
The military department must either make better
use of the time it demands, or it is left no rationale
for its special privileges.
-M.J.H.

Black Students Attend
Funeral Of Dr. King
The senseless slaying of Dr.
Martin Luther King stunned the
senses of white and black America
alike. His tragic assasination tore
open a slowly healing scab, again
loosing hatred and violence on our
nation. His prophetic words and
the irony of his violent death still
go unheeded by many, but has
aroused others to reflect upon his
vision.
The nation's flags flew at half
mast; Cincinnati l\layor Eugene
Ruehlmann called for a day of
commitment; Avondale community
leaders proclaimed Black Monday;
Xavier suspended classes during
the hours of Dr. King's funeral and
offered a Memorial l\lass in Bellarmine Chapel.
Greg Betts, John Blackwell, Don
Darby, and Al Gay were sent by
the Administration and Student
Council as representatives of Xav-

ier's sorrow and sympathy at Dr.
King's funeral in Atlanta. Don
Darby said he "was impressed with
the quiet, reverent atmosphere of
Atlanta, and especially with tlle
integrated march and the dignitaries in attendance. It was one of
the greatest experiences of my life
to take part in the march and
procession."
John Blackwell added, "It is
difficult to understand newscasters
and leaders who talk about sorrow
in their hearts and write beautiful
eulogies, when while he was alive
they criticized him, as for his 'antics in Memphis.' His funeral was
a great tribute, and it was an
honor to be able to march in the
funeral, but people don't really
grasp the meaning of his life. He
shared the belief with other Black
leaders that Black people should
be equal on their merits. America
didn't really listen to this man."

News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:

No News is bad news.

e
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WARHOL SP ARKS DEMONSTRATION
By JOE ROSENBERGER, News Reporter

On Tuesday, April 2, Xavier was the scene of
another of Andy Warhol's "happenings". The
thirty-two year-old Warhol sent ahead one of his
underground films, to precede his appearance on
Wednesday. The whole thing proceded in those two
days to become one of the most talked about and
argued events this year.
The film shown Tuesday, both
in the evening and the afternoon,
for free, was to say the least quite
controversial. In some frank and
revealing scens Warhol's camera
viewed the world of the homo·
sexual, with no editing and without
the fetters of the censor. The result
was for most of the viewers
nothing short of shocking. After
the afternoon showing, work of
the film travelled the campus, and
evening's show was too full even
to stand. For a few short moments
apathy at Xavier was unheard of.
On Wednesday, Warhol and·
friends arrived on campus, where
they immediately met with Fr.
Ratterman, vice-presidentincharge
of student affairs. They were
informed there would be no
showing of the film that Warhol
had brought with him, an hour
long excerpt from his latest sixhour epic. When informed of the
ban Warhol was quite distressed,
and was even more so when told
that the film shown Tuesday was
"My Hustler", a film which he
stated that he did not want shown
since it was made more than threP.
years ago and bore no resemblance
to the present state of his art

At 8:30 Wednesday the movie
was shown to what University
Center Director Bob Lamont
described as the largest crowd he
had ever seen at the theatre.
After the one-hour showing,
Nonetheless the ban held. Sight there was a panel discussion of the
unseen, the movie would not be film. On the panel opposite Warhol
and company were faculty memshown at Xavier.
Warhol, alongwithsidekickand bers Mr. Ebacher, Mr. Fontana,
projectionist Paul Morrisey, and Mr. Marrero, Dr. Ashmore, and
Fr. Lee Bennish. The discussion
superstar Viva {no last name
proved somewhat confusing, and
given), who is one of Warhol's
broke
up after an hour's
favorite actresses at present, "some
questioning, and resumed in
people have a type of magic on
the screen", was then ushered into the grill for anotherfourty-fiveconfusing minutes.
a private dinner with a few faculty
Reactions· to the entire thing
members, and students. During the
dinner it was decided that two were mixed,
but the overof the faculty would attempt to riding statement heard was that
negotiate with Fr. Ratterman for for a time at least, everyone at
the right to show the film. At this Xavier was interested in some one
time it was also suggested that thing.
the film be shown on a portable
Mr Ebacher stated afterwards
screen on the lawn, if negotiations that it was a healthy thing to see
with the recalcitrant Fr. Ratterman the University community for once
failed. While the faculty members act as a unit, on one singular
held the quick conference, students problem, and if nothing else came
meanwhile organized a protest from Warhol's visit at least this:
against the banning of the film. that the academic community was
After much pleading, itwasdecided capable of acting together for a
that the film would be previewed common cause.
by some of the faculty, adminlsA few days after the fiasco a
!ration, and students, and would
statement
was released from Fr.
only be shown if the previewing
group agreed that the subject matter Ratterman's office saying in effect
and
its treatment were above that the whole thing was unreproach. It evidently was, since becoming to the Catholic Unithe film was then reinstated, and versity that Xavier is supposed
to be.

Praise lar Maler
To the Editor:
I think a note of thanks is due
Paul Maier for his accurate reporling and his insight into the Warhol
situation delivered us in his article
entitled "Season of the \Vitch''
{News, Apr. 26).
It seems that if one were infinitely bored by Warhol, his fcllows of common interests and his
movies, it is probably because one
is infinitely bored with life ancl its
people.
Their purpose or theme was so
simple or general that the intclligcntsia felt it an insult that their
logical minds did not have to
grope, or as educated seekers of
truth arc often found to do imputf.!
· serious symbolism. The panel
never let the shuttlecock hit the
ground.
'fhe purpose was people; the
active observation of people people not as a group, hut as
individuals.
Not a calculated art, not a con-

its showing went as scheduled
originally.

trived equation, but something
basic to everybody: humanness.
These calculated arts and contrived equations are good for they
mean progress; progress means
false teeth for a toothless old man,
progress means mechanical arms
for a deformed baby, progress
means a safe delivery for a wife
and baby, progress means a certain freedom of fear from ignorance.
All this progress to promote and
preserve a fruitful human life. It
may seem that \l\larhol did not
allow this sophisticated progress,
but that was not his concern, something more basic was. His concern was much more necessary
for human life - mutual love and
understanding.
This is not bcingreadintosomething that is not there, but it is
seen in the needs of the people,
people who happened to be caught
being human.
Thanks again Paul.
John Yates '71

All campus organizations wishing to apply for a mixer date for
next fall, please pick up an application form in the Student Council
office. All completed forms must
be returned no laterthan Thursday,
May 9, c/o Social Chairman.

B111!/t,s

M11,sq111!
Dear Editor:
Over the years, I have seen most
of the Xavier Masque Society productions. Mr. Otto Kvapil is without a doubt a very talented
director: and I think he is at his
very best when hedin.><:tsacomedy.
Thurber Carnival, which he is directing at present, stands out as one
of the best things he has done during my years at Xavier.
.....
Those whowouldllketodomorc
than just complain. about the lack
of culture on the Xavier campus
might catch a performance of
A Thurber Carnival.
Sincerely,
.Joseph P. Ebacher

':I
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PRESIDENTIAL PLATFORMS
Beaupre-Gay
t'REFA\.:1!:: Al and I have listed
below a few of the areas in which
we are most concerned. \Ve would
like to stress that this is only an
abbreviated statement of policy.
We are willing to sit down with any
interested student and help him
implement his ideas to whatever
extent we can.

White-Bieliauskas
The following are some of the '3. Use of university facilities for
reforms and programs which we various social activities.
feel are essential to a university,
and which we will strive to accom- 4. Eventual push toward complete
voluntary ROTC.
plish next year.
5.
Alcoholic beverages in the
I. STUDENT RIGHTS:
dorms.
We feel that there is a need for a
specific format to be used in the 6. More frequent open houses in
application of student rights in or- the dorms.

net member will aid in determining
the policies of our administration
and help us to support the proposals put before the administration by illustrating to them the
areas in which Xavier has fallen
behind.
V.
Both Al and I are very interested in the restructuring of student council in order to provide a
greater degree of participation and
a more effective representation for
the student. Student involvement·
is of deep concern to us and we
hope to begin to activate more students by placing greater emphasis
on the various student organizations. This includes a push to have
the existing fraternities recognized
by the University. We also have
long range plans for a student
senate.

I.
Student Power: We plan for
students to have a greater representation in policy- making decisions as proposed in the Joseph
Plan •
Access to information
necessary to make a well founded
decision will be circulated whenever needed. A referendum will be
circulated to assess the students
·opinions and we will bind ourselves to the results of that poll
and the course of action it might
recommend.
* The Joseph Plan seeks to sit VI.

der to realize tangible gains from
them. The following is, we believe,
a fair yet firm procedure in dealing
with the administration on any
proposal concerning the use of student rights.
Soliciting student opinion
through a student poll.
2. Recruiting of faculty and student leaders for support of the
proposal.
I.

3. Secure the backing of student
council and the student senate.

We are also very interested

4. Present the proposal to the administration and demand their
position.
5. Inform the students of the administration's position.
6. If the administration's position
is in opposition to that of the students, and if it exemplifies faulty
arguments or seems extremely
biased or near-sighted, any means
short of violence will be taken to
remedy the discrepancy.
The following are some specifics
concerning student rights upon
which we will work.
I. Abolition
·retreats.

!J.

: .~

of compulsory

2. Seating of students of various
academic councils.

J

...
'

students with voting power on the
various policy-making committees
of the Administration.
II.
We plan a continuation of the
existing and planned programs of
the current student.administration.
This includes the Core curriculum,
the course evaluation, consideration of alterations in the code of
dress, consideration of the class
cuts ruling, the feasibility of a
pass/fail system, and the abolishment of mandatory ROTC.
III. Al and I will do all we can
to foster better relations between
the University and the Community. This will be affected in part by
the establishment of joint committees composed of community
leaders, university officials and
students. The Co-ordinating committee, an ad hoc committee of
Student Council appointed by the
President and Vice President of
·Council, and of which Al Gay is
Chairman, has taken steps in this
direction.
IV. We still establish a new cabinet member whose sole function is
to keep abreast of the advancements made on other campuses
throug!Jout the country. This cabi--------------.

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
3611 MontcomerJ Road

EVANSTON

in a greater degree of education
to be accomplished through nonclassroom procedures. This involves a continuation and greater
development of seminar series
started this year. Also considered
under this point is the establishment of a Symposium, i.e. on
whatever topics may be decided
upon, to which delegates from various Universities across the country
would participate in a dynamic
and informative weekend program
sponsored by the Student· Body.
VII. We plan to establish better
communications between student
council and the student body. This
is to be effected by a council Publication, which will consist of the
voting record of all council members, the attendance of council
members at the meetings, the list of
current council activities, the listing of any new proposals to student council, and the status of
existing legislation and proposals.
VIII. Both Al and myself plan to
concern ourselves to a great extent
concerning the abogishment of
mandatory retreats. We plan to
present to the administration a
strong study as to why retreats
should not be mandatory

COMMUNITY:
I. Establish better community relations with emphasis given to
social work through existing organizations, for example, high•
schools.
2. Conduction of an inner - city
problems week.
3. Establishment of a Student
Council fund for social work projects sponsored by Xavierstudents.
4. Make Xavier cultural facilities
available to the community.

SUMMER STUDENTS

•;:

OXFORD APARTMENTS HAS

SEE RAY DEPA Phone 96 l -3999
or Ca 11 Eric Bose - 23 1-2844
WHITE AND BIELIAUSKAS

Karate

The first Ohio open TangSoo-Do Championship was held
in Cleveland the weekend of April
6-7. Lal'vlont Turner, a representalive from the Xavier Karate Club
and also the University Karate
Acadamy, placed first in the Brown
Belt class. La Mont 'l'ur?er holds
the rank of Red Belt m TangSoo-Do Moo Duck Kwon, Korean
Karate. The tournament began at
12 noon and ended at 11:00 that
evening. The different divisions
were comprised of women, children,
....- .. . . . . ...................- . and Men's White, Green, Brown
and Black Belt competition. Turner
won a three foot trophy in the
-----------~----open free sparring "Kumite"
championship.
a~

Ideas for no- investment port-time and summer
opportunities await you at

FASHION FAIR
NORWOOD PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
3825 Montgomery Road

SAVE
In Our New Photo Department

See Our Selection Of Famous
* KODAK
*
* POLAROID
*
BELL
AND
HOWELL
*
*
* YASHICA
*
* MINOLTA
*
* SYLVANIA
*
* VIEWMASTER

Brands
MIRANDA
BAUER
SAWYER
KNOX
AIRQUIPT
ANS CO

LOOK OVER OUR LARGE SELECTION OF
CAMERA ACCESSORIES AND EQUIPME
FULLY TRAINED PERSONNEL TO ASSIST YOU

PROFIT OPPORTUNITIES EXPOSITION
MAY II thru 14, 1968

441-1728

III.

SUMMER RATES

BACHELOR SERVICE

TYPING DONE
NEATLY BY
KENTUCKY RESIDENT

,.

2. Student council assignment of
specific jobs to willing organizations.
3. A general referendum concerning the levying of a student tax to
be voted by the students upon
themselves. f unds to be used for
improved speakers program, con-.
cert program, dances, community
projects, proms, etc.
4. Establishment of a committee
of student organizations, i.e., a
coordinating committee with budgets to be submitted at the beginning of the year.

SOME OPENINGS AT

NEED MONEY?

• .-.HOUR SERVICE •

'·

STUDENT GOVERNMENT:

Establishment of a student
senate in order to provide for more
accurate representation.
I.

.'

One Block South of Dana
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

FLUFF DRY BUNDLES

.'

II.

Hotel Alms Exhibition Hall
2525 Victory Parkway
Admission 50¢ with student l.D. cord
A Show you can't afford to miss

Monday thru Wednesday 10 A.M. 'till 10 P.M.
Thursday thru Saturday 9:30 A.M. 'till I 0 P.M.
Sunday 11 A.M. 'till 7 P.M.

P11e Four
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Editor

Cincinnati's Sports Enthusiasm is Lacking
If the~· C\'Cr took the pulse or Cincinnati's sports, fans sonar couldn't
C\'Cn pick it up. The,\' arc a weakness. Last year the Reds played the
Pittsburgh Pirates for first place, and nobody showed up except the
Hudepoll people. The Ho,\•als cried because they didn't make the play~
offs but real tears should have been for fan support. Not enough
people attended the games to tell you if Lucas still had a hook shot
or not. An arsonist took care of the minor league hockey team. moving
it away from the fair city. At Xavier basketball games there is a
definite out of town air. mainly because dorm students arc in atlendcm·e \\'hilc the natives are home \\'atching Gentle Ben. Half the people
' in the country don't know that Xavier plays sports; hall 1he people
in Cincinnati don't know that Xiwier exists.

The mamlgement of the Royals, Reds, and Bcngols is infected with
the unenthusiastic blues too. Of course look at their homes: Crosley
Field you would swear that it houses Jcrsies - cows that is. The Cincy
Gardens is not the worst place to view a basketball game from - but
it's in the top ten. Frank Robinson was making a shade more than
the 8th batter in this year's St. Louis Cardinal lineup. When he played
for the Reds. Whaf happened lo all that local flavor that the Bengols
were boasting they would clothe. How many XU and UC players
are on their roster? Bob Quick, one of the best basketball players in
the country, wasn't even contacted by the Royals, but 11 other pro
teams thought enough of him to write. Don't bet Quick's worried
about the Royal's lapse, he might even be thrilled. Tim O'Connell,
who hits the ball so hard that the opponents outfielders are backpcddling before Tim gets within ten miles of the Ball park, was eligible for the baseball draft last January. The Cincinnati Reds did not
offer. That's their tough luck.

\'Cf,\; capable job

;~;;;~~:l'~~'.w

Fitz Is Baek
To ·Predlet
By PETE FITZGERALD.
News Sports Reporter
Coming on the heels of the most
exciting pennant race in major
league history, the 1967 American
League season promises to be even
more exciting. Below are my predictions and a capsile report on
each team.
1. MINNESOTA TWINS-even
racked by dissension (guns) they
finished
only
1 game out.
2. BOSTON RED SOX-only because of losses of Jim Lonbcrg
and
Tony
Connigliaro. 3.
CHICAGO WHITE SOX-pitching
wins and they have it. 4. DETROIT
TIGERS- have a history ofloosing
the big game. 5. BALTIMORE
ORIOLES-remember the Kiddy
Korps; well their sore arm middle
agers now. 6. CALIFORNIA
ANGELS-will be suprisc teamand
will improve immensly under Rigney. 7. CLEVELAND INDIANS
- the lonely souls will do no better
than seventh even with their running scarred tactics. 8. WASHINGTON SENATORS-same team as
last year, without Gil though, but
will not have enough firepower to
challenge seriously. 9. OAKLAND
ATHLETICS - Charley Finley's
Traveling Circus has a new
location and Oakland will learn
just why Kansas· City have been
moaning for years. 10. NEW
YORK YANKEES-how the mighty
have fallen-they are now a joke
around the league.

Don't forget the Noire Dame baseball gameat Crosley Field on May
19 and the Spring Football Game on Wednesday. ID cards are the
only requirements fur free admission to both events.)

MUSKIE
MORSELS
Jerry Helmers, 6-3 guard from

,.

j
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wen· enthralled in the

On Sutunla,\'. .Joe Hawk·~ new
journeyed to lncJiunapolis for a
The Xavier baseball team's winning streak climbed game with Hutter University and
to six with victories over Indiana Central 6-2, and ran thl•ir win streak to 4 11traigh1.
Villa Madonna 14-3 at Joe Hawk Field, and away ,Joe Geraci was the hlg hero as he
victories Butler University 7-5 and (THE BIG ONE) drnve in five runs, including a
grand-slam home run, lo ice the
University of Cincinnati 13-7. The hard hitters from victmy ror x. 7-5. ,John Tepe won
X were denied another victory when their away game his thircJ t·onst.'Cutive 111nrt of the
with Taylor University was rained out.
year and also moved into the
batter's column with their first hit
On Tuesday, April 29, at Haub- ing Higgins as "Mr. Wonderful"
of the year.
ner Field the torrid X nine battered slid in with a triple. "UigT"O'ConThe 1\luskii:!s returned to action
four UC hurlers cmoute to a mo- nell lined a 400 l'I. homer lo center
mentous 13-7 win. The Bearcats which is still in orbit. Shephard on Sundav at ,Joe Hawk Field and
with their prototype Cincinnati then singled, reaching second on walked a'way with a 14-3 romp
Heds uniforms and a high terraced an error, and was driven home by over an exceptionally weak Villa
home diamond resembling Crosley Hollman. This put the Dearcat in Madonna team. X shelled Villa
Field, couldn't contain the scourch- the slew, as another UC athletic pitchers for 13 hits including a
ing bats of Geraci, Breving, Shep- team fell al the feel of tiny Xavier. bases loaded triple by Geraci to
coast to their easy win. Rookie
hard and O'Connell.
Geraci, continuing his torr.id
southpaw ,Jerry Green spaced seven
In the lop of the fourth, .with X batting streak, went three for five hits to pick up his first victory of
trailing 4-2, Dreving lined his third driving six runs across the plate, the year after pitching well in preconsecutive hit driving in Martin his sixteenth HBI in three games. vious games. The game moved the
from second. After Higgins struck Breving, who said the morning Xavier win skein to five and also
out, Jollin' Joe Geraci stepped up of the game," Five for five today,"
provided some useful batting practo the plate and promptly socked nearly lived up to his boast as he
tice
for the big UC game.
a line shot over the left..:enter field went 4 for 6 and scored three runs.

When the Question is asked "Will Pro football ruin college football
in Cincinnati?", there is only one sure rebuff, "Let's see who gets
ruined first."

BASEBALL SCHEDULE
(remaining games)
May 3 - Northern Illinois ......
May 4 - Northern Illinois ......
May 7 - Ohio Univ ................
May 8 - Eastern Kentucky ....
May 11 - Univ. of Ciney .........
May 12 - Villa Madonna ........
May 14 • Miami Univ .............
.\1ay 15 - Kent State Univ .......
.\lay 18 - Marian College ........
.\lay 19 - Notre Dame Univ ....

in for the

Hy .JAl'K :\ll 1llllAY anti IU):"\ :\IOE~I'\(;

The Cincinnati Bengels are making their owners buy their tickets
for a few years. That's like making Howard Hughes pay to get in a
night club in Las Vagas.

Hamilton Badin High School, who
was signed by the Basketball Department a few weeks back was the
"Cobra" man in their attack ...
":vly coach saw the De Paul - X
game and decided to install the
"Cobra" into our offense. \Ve used
it sparingly, though" said Jerry
... The News ·heartfelt sympathy
goes out to Dick Forbes, the busy
sports reporter of the Enquirer, on
the death of his father Jack Forbes,
sports fan . . . Frank Robinson
attended Xavier University-night
school . . . George Miceli, the
Brockman with advises, "be kind
to your friends. Without them you
would be a total stranger." ...
Visitors to Joe Hawk Field have
included "Buzz" Boyle, Red's scout
and the erstwhile "Chief" Bender
director of Reds' Minor League
Clubs . . . scouts from other clubs
have included the Giants, the
Phillies, the Yankees and the Mets
... Beer was served at Haubner
Field during the X - UC game . . .
and the Muskies present indu)ged
... Coaches Krajack, Watson and
Lynch were on hand for the victory
over UC ... Coach Biles, frequent
visitor to Joe Hawk Field had
Spring Football Practice that day
. . . Jim Gruber, former batting
star for the XU nine, this week reported to the Boston Red Sox Class
A farm club, Winston-Salem ...
Ty Anthony signed a contract with
the Hamilton Tiger -Cats of the
Canadian Football League ...
Tyrone couldn't be reached for a
comment ... Chuck Treister, the
XU News active photographer,
works at the St. Hila School for
the Deaf.

fillin~

I· -

Tim O'Connell uncorks a line shot over wall in straightaway
center.
wall, lifting the Muskies back into O'Connell and Shephard each went
the lead.
two for five rounding out the big
Starting and winning pitcher
Rich Clifford hurled reasonably
well except to the booming bat or
.Jim Nageleisen who smacked two
home runs in his first two at bats
driving in the first four UC runs.
Clifford made way for Kevin
O'Connor in the bottom of the
, seventh, when he appeared to be
~~ tiring as he let up another homer
· .. ' in the sixth. O'Connor's curves
·. baffled the frustrated Bearcats. UC
j.A V/(''9
managed but one run off O'Connor
in his three inning relief sunt.
~
.With X ahead 64 in the sixth,
,
1f;·. ·. · · •·· ~ ~~ the ferocious Muskie bats weilded
~~.
_ out more lightning, scoring four
more runs. Breving grounded out
~ · ending his three for three streak.
Higgins wacked his first of the
'
game to center, then Geraci pollaxed a drive which bounded offthe
bottom of the center field wall, ilcor-

X PLAYED

OF

THE WEEK

rA •

...-., r. ·

boomers. Coach Joe Hawk, so
elated over the victory, carted his
team to David's Buffet and treated
them to a well-deserved victory
dinner.
·
Thursday, the 25th saw the
Muskies play their first game since
returning from their Southern
swing, and they seemed to enjoy
the comforts of home. Playing
without the seniors for most of the
game, X nevertheless thumped Indiana Central 6-2. Lefty Jerry
Federle was the man of the hour
as he set down IC on only 4 hits,
while allowing no earned runs and
striking out nine. Tom Breving
again led the XU hitting attack as
he lined four hits in five at bats.
Special mention should be given
to reserves Kevin O'Connor, John
Martino, Denny Heurer and 10th
man Earl Hettesheimer who did a
Composite Box Score

19 Games

,fl/I

Tom Brevln~ - "Torrid !om"
In the balloting for player of
the week honors two players have
been phenomenalsincetheteam has
returned from the South - "Mr.
Wonderful!" and "Torrid Tom"
Breving. But only one can be
featured.
And there are no repeaters. Joltin' Joe GERaci's performance deserves recognition
though. In four games Joe went
9-15, with 2 B's, 2 3B's, 2 HR's,.
and a wopping 17 rbi's. Tom
Breving has been no slouch at the
plate either. As the leadoff batter
in 21 total at bats he reached base
17 times. In 18 official at bats
Torrid Tom" had 12 hits. All line
drives! Breving scored 9 runs In
the four games and raised
his batting average from .342 to
.405. He was flawless in the field
also. Brcving on his hitting, "It's
really not hard to hit well. But
when you start to think about It,
then it's easy to mess up."

POS.
RF
LF
2B
CF'
3B
1B
SS

.c

INF

c

OF
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

PLAYER
O'Connell
Breving
Geraci
Shephard
Higgins
Hollman .
Martin .
Tensing
Martino
Hettesheimer
Kirtland
O'Connor
Ruehling ..
Salinas ...
Federle ..
Peterson
Clifford . . . . .
Green
Tepe

..

...

...
..

AB
69
91
66
82
83
60
68
51
20
40
9
15
4

R
22
16
18
13
16
7
8

11
19

2
2
1

..
......
.....

9
13

4

3
8
1
2
l

l

11

2

9

l

H
35
37
26
29
26
17
19
13
5
9
1
5
2
3
3
2
I
3
I

2B
3
4
4
6
0
0
2
1
1
2
0
0
1
0
0
1
I
0
0

3B
3
1
2
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

HR
4
1
5
2
1
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

w

L
2
1
1
0

PITCHING• WON-LOST HECOHDS
Peterson
Tepe
Clifford
O'Connor
Federle

w

L

3
3
3
1

0
0
I
1

'

i

Green
O'Connell
Huehlman
Salinas

I
0
0
0

RBI
14
14
25
20
10
13
15
6
1
0
2
0
0
2
1
3
1

0
0

BB
10
5
9
6
4
8
6
3
0
6
1
1
0
1
3
0
0
0
0

so
5
8
9
6
4
9
6
6
1
7
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
4
1

AVE.
.505
.405
.395
.355
.312
.282
.280
.257
.250
.235
.111
.333
.500
.273
.158
.222
.077
.270
.111

E
1
2
5
4
7
4
10
0
6
2
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

TEAM BATTING AVE.
.321
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F11n Wif h
I lliggi Has
Baseball
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IN THE DUGOUT

Hy CHUCK (~tTINN.

News S1>orts Reporter

Hy .JACK MFR RAY

Tom Higgins
It was mid afternoon when I
met up with Higgi and Joe Hawk
Field the other day. He was carrying his glove, and expressed a
desire to take batting practice.
Thomas John Higgins plays
. third for the Xavier baseball team
like he was spawned there. But
the fact is his first action at the
hot corner occured last year. In
his sophmore year he shared
catching duties with Rich Donnelly.
"At the beginning of last year Jim
Hoff (regular secondbaseman)got
injured, and Coach Hawk switched
me to third base and Denny Martin to second. I never played third
before in my life," said Higgi. He
handles the backhand stabs masterfully, and possesses a strong
accurate arm.
How did he acquire the strong
arm? "Just by throwing a lot".
Tom asserted. ("I would still like
to go back behind the plate, but
· as long as we win I'll gladly stay
at third.) I Like Pitching In Batting Practice."
The 500 season so far has been a
disapointment to Higgins. "I'm
convinced this is a good ballclub.
The hitting has been all that you
could ask, but the pitching has
let us down. The pitching will have
to improve if we are to finish
strong," intoned the Toledo native.
The 5'11" 1551b. Higgins packs
a ton of competiveness in his wiry
frame. Against Dayton the XU
squad blew and 80 lead in the
eigth 'inning. So with the score
tied 88 in the tenth, a grim and
sober faced Tom Higgins stepped
up to the plate, with the bases
loaded, and whacked a grand slam
home run to win the game. "I
was disgusted with the whole sit
uation. No team should give up
a lead like that," fired Tom.
As a soph Higgi batted a mediocre .220. But last year he grooved

at a .307 pace, with 36 hits, 15
rbi's, and two home runs. This
season he is well on his way to
duplicating, even improving. more.
The May 19th game against
Notre Dame will be Higgins last
baseball experience. "I have no
plans of continuing in the game
whatsover," concluded Tom. (During the summer he plays softball).
Tom didn't hesitate in showering plaudits on his coach,
Joe Hawk. "He has been like a
second father. He has been a great
man to me. Why he even has lined
a teaching and coaching job for
me after I graduate."
Higgi is glad that he chose to
come to Xavier even though "To
me Xavier is more of an overgrown
high school "than a college".
When asked if he received any
scholarship offers from other
schools, Tom guffawed, "Are you
kidding", as he laughed up
roariously. This year Higgins is
receiving aideven if It is a paucity
amount. And mainly through
Coach Hawks efforts.
Thomas John Higgins was
more concerned about finding a
bat so he could take some personel batting practice than he was
talking about himself. The only
piece of lumber available was a
broken little league bat. Higgins
swung easily at the pitches concerning himself with timing. He
had an earnest look on His face
like he wanted badly to correct
some flaw in his swing. He is the
same fellow who a few minutes
before said. "I play baseball for
f

"

u°'l'om is majoring in education
(history). In August he will wed
Marsha Graesser, of Centerville 0.

The Intramural Season has
come to a close. For over three
months the four leagues competed.
Winning the round-robin tournament for the "A" Division was
Gep's Gang. The Gang defeated the
Cosmic Sounds 30-26. Ed Jamison
of Gep's Gang led all scorers with
14 points. Ken Zaher had 8 points
for the winners. Bill Cahill had
12 of the Cosmic Sounds' points.
Jack Blakesly has 8 points for
the Cosmic Sounds.
In the "AA" playoffs the Kuhlman Raiders were the victors. They
defeated The Anything in a game
that was rough in the literal sense.
Art McGivern paced the winners
with 11 points. Jim Flaherty
leading the fast break for the
Raiders finished with 15. Jerry
Buckmaster led The Anythings with
14 points. Ray Blunk and Tom
Chapman each pumped in 13
points for the losers.
The Table Tennis Tournament
was held on April 25th. Out of the
27 entrants, Chris Hall was the
victor. Bill Reichert finished 2nd.
Third Place went to Bob Richter.
There were 34 participants in the
3-league Badmilon tourney. Pat
O'leary won the round robin tournament among the top finishers in
each league. Ignatius Yee was
runner up and Chris Hall finished
3rd. The highly touted, top-seeded,
Brad Rider, did not finish amoung
the leaders due to a severe ankle
sprain. Hider hurt his ankle while
trying to take his foot out of his
mouth.
Ed f isher won the Handball
Tournament. Pat O'lcary finished

X PLAYER OF THE

SOUTH
Tim O'Connell - "i\fr. Fine"

r----------------------------•
ROAMIN' AROUND

By

taking

advantage

ol

southern hospitality, Tim upped his
batting average to a fabulous 552.
This makes him one of the nation's
top ten hitters. Among his twentyfive hits were there doubles, three
triples, and three home runs which
netted him thirteen RBl's. In
addition to his fine hitting, Tim
also displayed clutch defensive
baseball by throwing out two
runners at the plate from his right
field position against Loyola. Tim
exhibited good baseball judgement
when he deliberately kicked a batted
ball under a fence. It would have
been a triple and a run scored,
however the umpire ruled a ground
rule double and the runner went
back to third base. After the inning
Tim said, "That was one of my
finer moves."

Dy RON MOENING. News Sports Reporter
With the passing of another spring training, we baseball fans are
again barraged by numerous "can't miss" tags hanging from the neck
of some pimply youth who tore the Citrus leaque apart. In view of
my utter loathing of the word "potential," I present for the first time
in the annals of baseball history the "All-Potential Team."
C
John
Bateman- started
Willie Mays, and the rcbehind the plate attheage
semblence ends there.
of 18, last year hit .180.
Man Yogi Berra - won the penlB Tito Francona-hit .363
nant his first year and
for the Indians one year,
.was fired.
now relegated to picking
Gen. Frank Lane - who else
up the bats after the game.
would think of trading
2B Jake Wood _one of
Rocky Colavito at the
height of his career, or
Dressen's dream boyshow about Norm Cabs
struck out 144 times his
for Steve Demeter.
rookie year.
SS Dick Howser- Rookie of
the Year-reserve SS for
the Yanks, who need a
shortstop.
38 Bob Bailey-got$200,000
to sign, sees most of his
action from the end of
the bench.
RHP Don SchwaJJ-Jastedabout
2 years after winning
Rookie honors.
LHP Juan Pizarro- another
Koufax because he's lefthanded.
RP Dick Radatz - "The
.· . · - N
Monster??"
Of Roger Repoz- the next link
in the chain of Yank super· .\
stars.
OF Dave Nicholson - hit the
.
. ..
...;·-.·· . :. .. · ..... ···
ball out of sight--when he
·.·_
. ·.·.. _·
-.. ········-··.··
hit it. 176 K'S.
Of
Danny Murphy - one of
the first $100,000 bonus
babies.
PH Carl Doles - looked like

Coach Ed Biles surveys his charges as they run through Spring
football drills.

.

·--·-·-;·..-w.:.s·so--~---··"""·-· -~--.--~

The Pocket Billiard Tourney will
begin on May 7th. The Bridge will
begin on May 10th. Anyone
interested in either of the above
can sign up for them in the Game
Room of the University Center
Building.
Anyone interested in signing up
for Intramural Track are to do
A single-elimination will begin so by may 13th. Some oftheevents
on May 8th. Likewise, anyone in- will be the 100 and 440 yard dash,
terested can sign up in the Intra- shot put, discuss, the high jump,
and the standing broad jump.
mural Office.

COMMUNITY AUcrtON
9347 Colerain Ave., Groesbeck
!Twe111y minutes fruon downtown)
AUCTIONS EVERY F,RIDAY 7 P.M. to 12 P.M. Also
SUNDAY'S I P.M. 'till 6 P.M. LOADS C'F BRAND NEW
UNCLAIMED FREIGHT. LAMPS, GIFTWARE, CHINAWARE,
TOYS, CLOCKS, PICNIC SUPPLIES, TOOLS, ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES, PAINTINGS, STEREO'S AND STEREO COMPONENTS, NURSERY FURNITURE, KNICK KNACKS, Reconditioned Television Sets.
HUNDREDS OF MORE ITEMS
Come and leave whe11 you want.
Loads of good used merchandise.
BARN OPEN DAILY FOi INSPECflON,
BROWSING AND GOOD BARGAIN IUYS.
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2nd. John Ogden took 3rd
place honors.
All those interested in signing
up for a Rifle Tournament please
report to the Intramural Office as
soon as possible.
Those interested in Soccer can
also sign in the Intramural Office.

75¢ per '10
.
chorge\ orgonizot1on.
d o\\
lowest \ssuonce
\d's \orgest trav~
&ocked b~ th: ::~ks, trove\ KarsoN an
/it.t authori~e tHOS. COO
Cook's offices.
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Masque Goes Underground
The
Xa\'ier Uni \·crs i ty
Theatn.• dh·ision of the. l'ommunication Arts department last
week opened the only arena theatre
in Cincinnati in the basement of
the Unh·ersity Centre under the
state of the original theatre.
Designed and built b:.· Da\'id Siegfried and Richard Roberts, the
arena has been in the planning

Cadets Visit
West Point

This new addition to the Uni\'ersity will allow students to write,
produce, direct and act their own
plays. thus, become more involved
in the actual meaning of Theatre
as,an art.

The Cadet Brigade of Xavier
University
sent three repre sentatives to the second annual
conference on Military Affairs held
at West Point, April 5th. The conference was conducted in conjunction with the ROTC visit to
the Academy, April 4-7, by ROTC
cadets from all over the country.

The Play will be presented May
3rd, 4th and 5th at 8 o'clock,
and
again on Saturday of
Family Weekend.

Dr. John McDavid (left), Chairman of the Marketing Department,
and Dr. Thomas Hailstones, Dean of the Xavier College of Business.
were on hand and looking pleased to· present the AMA's award for
the Outstanding Student of the Year to Jerry Belle.

Representing Xavier were Cadet
Staff Sergeant Joseph c. Dooley,
son or Colonel and Mrs. Richard
f;.. Dooley, 874 Denier Place, Cin
clnnatl; Cadet Staff Sergeant Gary
T. Steimle, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Anthony Steimle, 5004 Llmberlost
Lane, Cincinnati; and Cadet Staff
Sergeant Thomas R. Geier, son or
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geier, 6049
Musketeer Drive, Cincinnati.

AMA Names Belle Student of the Year
The Cincinnati Chapter of the American
Marketing Association
recently named Jerry
Belle as Outstanding Student of the Year from
Xavier.

Nancy Pundsack and Tim Gets Rid of His Wife," a sketch
Shackleford star in "Mr. Preble from The Thurber Carnival.
since the opening of the University
Center. The New theatre seats 106
people around a stage area of
18 feet square; the furthest seat
is just three rows back. The set
can be taken down to leave room
for the theatre workshop, and be
reset in a matter of hours.
The first play staged in the arena
is THE THURBER CARNIVAL,
by James Thurber, "one of the
most sophisticated and original
wits of our generation" according
to Mr. Otto Kvapil, director of
the production. The THURBER
CARNIVAL is a word review, a
series of comedy sketches including
the familiar Walter Mitty and
Fables for Our Time. The staging
and blocking has been totally reworked to make the play suitable
for the
arena audience by
Mr. Kvapil. An original musical
accompaniment has beenarranged
_by Mr. Steve Stargart.

Each year the Chapter awards
this honor to an outstanding senior
in the field ofmarketlngfrom U.C.,
.Miami, and Xavier. The award is
based on scholastic achievement,
involvement in co-curicular activities, and promise or leadership In
the field of marketing.
Belle, a 1964graduateorChaminade High School, Dayton, is

President of the Marketing Club
and captain of the SylvaniaMichigan State Marketing Games.
He is also Chairman of the Student
Council
Social Committee, a
member or Alpha Sigma Nu and

Who's Who. He was a recent recipient of the National Food
Brokers Assn. Scholarship.
Belle will begin work toward
an MBA degree at Northwestern
University in June.

ROGER'S 81-\RSER SHOf'

"lhE' Orily Teum Tliot Con Trirn Xo,1ier"
NO.RWOOD PLAZA
(Next lo Nationoi Dry Cluanflrs)
Just A Hop, Skip and ;\ Jurnp fro:-n A!I Xavier
Dormitories.

Open 9 '!ill i7 Mone.Jay thru Fridoy
. 9 'till 6 Sciturday
Closed Wednesdoy

Rudolph Comes to X a v i e r . - - - - - - - - - - - Maestro Max Rudolph and
members of the world famed
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
will appear in lecture and concert
in the University Theatre next
Tuesday evening, May 7, at8p.m.
This special concert performance
is free to all students and is being
sponsored by the Student Council

and the Young Friends of the Arts.
Conductor Max Rudolph has
agreed to discuss movements and
trends in the realm of symphonic
music. The Symphony Orchestra
will accompany with appropriate
selections. This concert promises
to be a rare opportunity for all
students and faculty.

LauJ Cl1•b Meets
The final meeting for this school
year of the St. Thomas More PRELAW Society will be held next
Wednesday, May 8th, in the Cash
Room of Logan Hall at 1:30 P.M.
Officers for next year will be elected
at this meeting. Any member is
eligible for
nomination; the
nominees for president being from
the class of '69, vice-president and

"SPORTS CAR MINDED?"

Come out to our unique sports car center an• • • •
l. SELL .J'OUB CAR • . .
2. BUY ONE OF OURS, NEW OR USED • • •

or,

3. HAVE US SERVICE YOUR IMPORTED BEAUTY.
Our reputation 11 blled oa ezpert, dedicated 1tn1C1 for
ALL maku and modela or Imported ear1. Trr 111 , , , tooa.

AUTOSPORT, INC.
Cincinnati's Exclusive Alfa Romeo Dealer
9635 Moatgomer1 Road

Pbo11e 793-00H

Open Mor.day, WedHslor, e11d Fr..ay 'tll 9 P.M.

secretary from ·the class of '70, and
treasurer from the class of '71.
Nominations will be accepted from
the floor. Written, and signed,
nominations will be accepted anytime before the meeting by the
moderator, Rev. Harker E. Tracy,
S.J., or this year's president, J.
Kent Kerr.

'l*lssennall

has

~e CJJe <Mirie CJJiamorid

McCarthy for President
We, the undersigned, endorse

Senator Eugene

~cCarthy

for the Democratic presidential nomination.
Pat Bockelman
Anne Bohlen
Joanne Broerman

Mr. J1mes Allaire
Instructor in Philosophy, XU
Dr. Robert B. Ashmore, Jr.
Assistant Profeuor of Philosophy, XU
Mr. Michael Barenbaum
Director of Student Financial Aid
Instructor in Theology, OLC
Karen Beel
P. Kelly Bell

John A. Bruning
Thomas Cain
Mary Jule Callum
Margaret Clark
Carla Dabney
Charles Dahlenburg, Jr.
Shella Deck
Patty Delaney
Mark Diem
Mr. G. R. Dreese
Associate Professor of Economics, XU
John M. Dunphy
Karen Ellis
Mr. Karl V. Fischer
Instructor in Theology, OLC
Mr. Ernest Fontana
Assistant Professor of Engll1h, XU
Bert Freeman
Kathy Geaslen
Jerry Glueck
Sister Gretchen, C.S.J.
Michael J, Henson
Steve Hlltzi
Daniel Hurley
Jim Kelley
Ray Kelly
James C. Kennedy
Auoclate Professor of Art, OLC
Cheryl Landis

Susan Lauer
Barbara Jo Lyden
Mr. Joseph Magno
Instructor in Philosophy, OLC
Sister Mary James, R.S.M.
Kathleen McCoy
Mrs. Shirley MtGreat
Instructor in French, OLC
Dr. Richard J. Meister
Instructor in History, XU
Li Iy Mendoza
Frank R. Nlederman
Linda O'Brien
David J. Oster
John.P. Patton
Mr. Donald Pelrlne
Instructor in Theology, OLC
Lincoln Pett1wey
Belly Prince
Jerry Randolph
Miry Carol Ringenb1ch
Larry Schlo11
Bonnie Schwab
Gregory P. Smith
l1wrence E1rl Stolz
John Tenhundfeld
K1thy Vince
Lindi Whe1tley
M1rk Wllkln1
D1vld Wiiiia
Pit Wood1
Koren Wullenweber
Thoma• Schldi, XU Philo•ophy lnatructor

This ad has been paid for and sponsored by the 1bov1 students •nd feculty of Our l1dy of Clnclnn1tl College ind Xivler University.

You've played the playboy for all it's
worth. And suddenly a certain lady
has hung you up. She's the girl you'd
most like to get married to. And you
do it right with a diamond chosen
with our expert counsel. It beams
with a fiery glow. And you're glad
she's saved you from the single life.

WASSERMAN
...........

JEWELERS

605 RACE STREET
CINCINNATI. OHIO
oua:~:~::: ·~::,.ICT Open ~londuy & Thurt1day Jo~ves.
•5202
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Rt11 i ews:

Jack Patton

Fall Athenaeum

Paae Seven

Dean's Speech Finalists

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~~-~-~~~~-~~~~~-~---~
The Winter issue of the Athen- to create a suggestive and evoca- worthwhile issue. The prose pieces,
aeum is a considerable improve- tive piece on an old theme: the
ment over the fall issue. Almost world as desert. A few lines give
all the pieces are interesting, me problems however. \Vhy "the
though not all are entirely sue- land it is dry" rather than "the
land is dry". The second strikes
cessful.
Bill Kelly's "Sans" attempts to me as not only better grammer but
blend an almost delicate sound better rhythm. But such criticism
with a theme of loneliness. 'The is rather nitpicking.
closing anaphora is intriguing, but· Mike Johnson's "Homecoming
seems a bit ponderous in this place. Night" finds its disjointed expresTony Arvelo's "Leaving Har-.sion enables it to suggest a
lem Boy . . . " is a lovely piece memory that jumps thousands of
of prose, creating a kind of elegy miles and scans faithlessness without of empty houses, shoe shine out degenerating into chaos or
boys, circuses, and a sure sense sentimentality.
of color.
Dick Hague's "Lexi" offers us
Steve Richey does prove his a well -done short story whose
point as poet in his fine fragment. bathetic ending is carefully pointed
to and foreshadowed.
Dick Hague's "spiritus mundi"
takes
us through
a complex
series ·does
Tom
Walla's"MorningDream"
of Images
in an attempt
to create
something
one has often seen,
a Yeatsian kind of sexuality that but it does it quite well. The obnever quite comes off. Hague goes vious allusion to the "pathetic
into competition with himself with fallacy" in the lines about the
his illustration of the poem on the "heroic trees" doesn't really work
opposing page. The artwork is but the rest of the poem is quite
much superior to the poem.
· well handled.
Dan Kane's "Laura Loves" is
Ellie Byars's "An Evening
a fine piece. The third stanza, with Prayer" works in some clever
its lush imagery, particularly satire, but it hardly succeeds as a
creates a sensuousness that gives poetic expression.
Mike Henson's "Visitor's Day"•
the poem's theme ofseparationand
faithlessness a fine expression.
would be a moderate success if it
Mark Allen's "Soliloquy at Six weren't for the last two lines. Those
A.M." is overdone. The piece de- lines are fantastic and one istemptpends on a minute description of ed to say inspired. But the rest of
the events and sense impressions, the poem seems labored by combut the piling up of adjectives be- parison.
comes annoying, and the use of
"Greenness" by Tony Arvelo
vocabulary is unsure. The use of penetrates a seemingly purposeless
"symmetrical partner" for "other childhood cruelty with sharp inarm" is simply distracting. The sight. But once again the author's
prose needs considerable pruning. sure sense of color dominates the
Bill Kelly's attempt to portray ·prose.
Huynh's "Poem of November"
the excitement of a child in summer
does. not work. The poem simply evokes late fall with a rather exwill not read at the breakneck clip quisite series of images.
that the punctuation demands._
'On the whole it was a quite

Cool it. Things could be worse. You could
be out of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has
the refreshing taste you never get
tired of. That's why things go better with
Coke, after Coke, after Coke.

-~-~-·~-

the extemporaneous s pc akin g
Five Cincinnati 1nenarefinalists
in the 2 lst dean's speech tourna- course.
rather unusually, were better than
ment of Xavier University.
Trophies will be awarded to the
the poetry. My own favorite was
The finals will be held at 1;30 top three finishers. In addition, the
"Leaving Harlem Boy . . . "
p.m. \Vednesday, May 1, in the winner will receive a $25 cash
University Center Theatre on the prize provided by Dr. Thomas J.
topic, "Conflict in Law and Order: Hailstones, dean of the College of
Individual Rights or the Common Business Administration.
Good."
The winner was Mike Curro,
Speakers in the XU Dads Clubwhile
Bob Rennert took second
sponsored program will be Michael
ieS
J. Copeland, 3 3 1 7 Jefferson; place, Mike Copeland finished
third, Mike Hodson fourth, and
Michael J. Curro, 600 McAlpin;
Thomas J. Magner, Assistant Michael T. Hodson, 834 Rosetree Larry Stolz was fifth.
Professor of Philosophy, died Wed- Le.; Robert A. Rennert, 7705 Se•
•
•
•
•
nesday morning at Good Samari- ward; and Lawrence E. Stolz, 3648
Activities ol the j\1oral Retan Hospital following a short Boudinot Ave.
Amiame11t movement have inillness. Mr. Magner was 45 years
creased four-fold since 1964. It has
old; a native of Buffalow, N. Y.,
Copeland, Curro and Hodson converted a former conference cenand a faculty member at Xavier are juniors.
Rennert and Stolz ter 011 i"1acllinac Island, i"Iichiga11,
since 1957.
are seniors. They are representing into !vlaclli11ac College, a four-year
their individual class sections of liberal-arts institution.
. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
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Go 1,600 miles
:!

On this much gas

This sleek Honda Super 90 delivers an incredible 160 mpg
on regular gasoline, but economy of operation isn't Honda's
-only bag.
Ride any of Honda's 23 models and you can forget high
insuranca and maintenance costs. Forget parking
problems too.
And when you ride Honda you go in style. Every time.
The Honda Super 90, for instance, combines big bike looks
with easy lightweight handling. Its dependable Hond:.:
four-stroke overhead camshaft engine produces an
impressive 8 bhp @9,500 rpm; speeds up to 6.5 mph. Anli
the Super 90 is priced at what you want to pay.
The smooth Honda Super 90. Is there a better way to
go the distance?

. . . ." Coca-Cola Bottlin

Works Company, Cincinnati

HONDA-;

Now Honda has sold its millionth motorcycle! See your Honda d<Jaler today and get ir•
on the second mW ion. And for free color brochuretind safety pamphlet, write: Americ;i1 ·
Honda Motor Co., Inc., De;Jt.C·l2, P.O. Box bO, Gardena, California 90247. (1')1968, AHM.
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Teague-O'Connor Debate Starts
Vietnam Week Discussions
By GEORGE EDER, News Reporter

The Student Council Speakers' Committee opened
its Vietnam Perspective Week Monday with a joint
keynote address by James Teague of the State Deparbnent and Fr. David O'Connor of Cornell University, in the University Center Theatre.

brought peace to Vietnam, was
violated by the South Vietnamese
government with its terrorist tactics
and its refusal to hold free elections.
"Now we are realizing our mistakes in supporting the Diem regime
at that time," said Connor. "But
now we feel we cannot lose face nor
can we let down those people whom
we have so long supported."
We are committing atrocities
and violating the laws of war,
maintained Connor, and this cannot be right no matter what the
reason. Furthermore, "This has
alienated the people. Continued
American presence· means death
to them.• Our military and pacification policies are not working,
for they are merely hardening the
resistance of the North, and are
alienating the people of the South,•
he said.

Teague, a veteran of two years' involved and fought."
work in Vietnam on the provincial
He pointed to the Vietnamese
level in pacification programs, ex- revolutionary development cadres
plained his committment to the
as Instances of real progress.
United States presence in Vietnam. "These are pacification programs
He recognized a responsibility on where Vietnamese help Vietnamese,
three levels to be involved in Vietperson to person. "
nam: a moral, a legal, and most
Teague summed up his comimportant, a personal responmittment, and his understanding of
sibility.
the United States committment, in
"My personal responsibility is this way: "It is not our war, but
the most compelling,• he said. "Not we are trying to help them so they
everybody has this same responsi- can decide for themselves. Millbility; not everyone must be in tarily we are there so that the
Vietnam. But everyone must be in- Vietnamese army can be trained
volved somewhere. My involve- and then take over the job of law
ment is in Vietnam.•
and order . . . We want to bring
Finally, contended Conner, we
Teague spent two years working them to a position so that they are supporting the status quo when
in Phut Long province. He worked can do it by themselves."
we work and fight for peace. "But
directly with the people, building
Fr. O'Connor, a chaplain at; peace, and thus the status quo,
hospitals and schools, training Cornell University and a close represents for us a completely difteachers, and educating the people friend of Fr. Daniel Berrigan at ferent thing than it does for the
in new methods of agriculture.
Cornell, outlined the reasons why Third World. Half the world has
"It is self-help, thi: people them- he turned in his draft card to his no home and an empty belly in
the status quo. They don't want
selves are involved, and that's the local board last October.
way it must be,• Teague mainThe Communist bloc can no the same thing; they want the
tained. • More and more the people longer be considered In that way, chance to change what they have."
themselves are getting involved." maintained Connor. It is not monoBecause of his understanding
In all the horror of the January lithic. Pointing to the events of the . of the situation, he decided to turn
Tet offensive, which destroyed past several months as evidence, in his draft card in order to make
much of the work the pacification Connor contended, " Red China is public his committment against the
programs had a cc om p Ii oh ed, not aggressive. The alliance be- war, said Fr. Connor. "By doing
Teague saw one real hope. "At tween Mao Tse-Tung and Ho Chi so, I am working within the syslast, the South Vietnamese army Minh has been forced by our pre- tern; it is not illegal to be a civil.
came out and fought the Viet Cong sence as a threat in the South. Ho disobedient. I want to brfng the
and North Vietnamese on their own has always resisted Red China." issue Into contention in the courts
ground, like they never have done
Furthermore, the Geneva Agree- and before the eyes of the public. "
before. The people themselves were ment of 1954, which was to have

Bill Ballner

Th and Pl

Bonnie and Clyde
After seeing the movie twice, and might stand for the others (all
without having read an reviews other people, in fact) in the movie.
which offered analysis or interpre- The characters sometimes act just
tation, Bonnie & Clyde is still a like children, doing things on
mysterious puzzle to me. So many whims, with no real sense of values
Instances of scenes and dialogue or rules other than self-preservation
can be taken as having num~rous and minute-to-minute seeking for a
meanings. And it would probably fun-and-games enjoyment of life.
be very hard to arrive at one over- Yet from the last sex scene, where
riding theme - at least it is for Clyde seems to prove his manme. Let's examine some of the hood (thanks to Bonnie?) they
seem to be tragic figures, heading
possibilities.
B & C could be taken for a pair for destruction like innocent lambs
of psychopaths. They rob and steal of slaughter. It is interesting to rewith no qualms of guilt (Clyde to call the seemingly savage war
C. W. Moss: "We rob banks . . . whoops of the posse · when they
ain't nothin' wrong with that, Is surround the getaway car, and
there?''). At the end, when Basks later the brutal annihilation of the
if C would do it again differently, two.
he says: "Yeh . . . I'd live in a
Are Bonnie & Clyde just "plain
different state from the one I pull old folks like us"? In what way do
my jobs In." Rarely if at all do they differ from the "normal" peofamiliar moral or ethical problems ple in the movie? Why do some
arise. Yet one of the lovers whose young people seem to Idolize them?
car B & C have "taken" remarks These and many other questions
that "you're just folks, just like l myself cannot answer.
us." In another ambiguous scene, . .- - - - - - - - - - - - •
C.W. says, whiletalkingtoBlanche
about religion, that "we're Disciples
of Christ." And the scene with the
dispossessed family, where Clyde
THE MILK
shoots up the bank sign in front
of their old house, could be taken
Wl1tl THE
to stand for society destroying the
people in it, and Clyde "fighting
against injustice." Farfetched? So
is a good part of the movie, it
seems.
Clyde is very loving and concerned for Bonnie, yet his care is
never returned. Bonnie never seems
to care about anyone but herself,
and she is more ruthless than Clyde
might ever be. Yet she is the one
who appears artistic and creative,
expressing herself in writing and
poetry. C. W. appears mentally deficient, although the same charge

DRINK

DELICIOUS
DIFFERENCE
IN TASTEI

SCHOOL AND. FALL TERM
Walk to class, chapel and cafeteria. No driving.
FOR STAFF AND STUDENTS
Adioining the Campus of Xavier University.
SAVE TIME AND MONEY •••• WALK TO CLASS
• • •• NO PARKING PROBLEMS

NOW RENTING • • SUMMER

All RESIDENTS
ALL RESIDENTS

MAY HAVE

HAVE

RESERVED PARKING

SWIMMING POOL

* * * * *

PRIVILEGES
OPEN DAILY, MAY- SEpT.

WASHER DRYER UNITS
SNACKS, DRINKS
MANOR HOUSE , , , , efficiencies for· two, carpeted, air conditioned, Television, equipped
kitchens, maid service, all linens and utilities. Twenty units.
UNICSHIRE APARTMENTS ••• , 1, 2, 3 bedroom apartments, 1-2 baths, unfurnished, equipped kitchens, parking, wood burning fireplaces, parkay floors etc.
UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS •••• 1 bedroom apartments, unfurnished, equipped kitchens,
dinettes, living rooms, parking.
T' .>OR HOUSE AND THE VILLA, ••• Student furnished rooms, recreation rooms, Television, maid service, linens, parking, pool. By summer or term. Singles
or doubles.
APPLICATION CARDS NOW AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS FROM DR. UNK'S OFFICE.
SIGN UP NOW, SMALL DOWN PAYMENT HOLDS ROOM OR APJ •
... " ..

*••••:i·•·~••+

MRS. MADLYN LINK GRUBE, RESIDENT MANAGER, 3853 Ledgewood Drive,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207
Phones: 731-6505, 731-6215

